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We present a numerical study of oscillation modes in magnetic tunnel junction nanopillars and
investigate the frequency and the full width at half maximum of the power spectrum as a function
of applied field and applied current. We show that the line width reaches a minimum of 14.5 MHz
as the system approaches the threshold current, and increases sharply to 308 MHz as the current is
increased beyond the threshold current. The initial line narrowing is due to an increased coherence
in the uniform precession mode, while the line broadening above threshold arises from the intrinsic
oscillator nonlinearity combined with overlapping contributions from edge modes. We show that
these results are in good agreement with recent experiments on MgO-based oscillators. © 2010
American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3456497�

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well established that a sufficiently large spin polar-
ized current can impose a torque on a nanoscale ferromagnet
that can either reverse magnetization �switching� or excite a
stable oscillation of the magnetization.1–4 The switching and
the oscillation of the magnetization of a thin ferromagnetic
layer have been experimentally observed in spin vales5–10

and magnetic tunnel junctions �MTJs�.11–14 Although the spin
polarized current necessary to switch the magnetization in an
MTJ is similar to that for spin valves, there is maximum
value for the current that can be applied before the break-
down of the tunnel barrier occurs. Taking these consider-
ations into account, experiments have shown that MgO tun-
nel barriers in CoFe/MgO/CoFe pillars give the best
performance so far, characterized by a high tunnel magne-
toresistance �TMR� ratio of 200 % and spin polarization ratio
of nearly 60 %.15–17

The basic structure of a MTJ is composed of two ferro-
magnetic layers �CoFe�, which are separated by a thin insu-
lator �MgO�. The magnetization of one of the ferromagnetic
layers is fixed compared to the other. This is achieved by
either an increased layer thickness compared to the second
ferromagnetic layer or by exchange biasing the ferromag-
netic to a synthetic antiferromagnet.16,18

While MTJs based on MgO hold much promise for po-
tential applications as microwave oscillators, there remain a
number of open questions concerning crucial parameters like
power output and line width. In one previous study,19 it was
shown that the oscillator nonlinearity leads to an intrinsically
higher noise level with a weak dependence on the tempera-
ture, in contrast to usual thermal broadening where a linear
or square-root dependence on temperature is expected.20

In this paper we show that another important mechanism
for line-broadening in MTJs involves the overlap of different
excitation modes �edges modes�, which is brought to light by
studying the different magnetic modes excited by the spin
torque. We show that once the applied current approaches the
threshold current the magnetic modes become more uniform
and uniform rotational precession can be observed. By in-
creasing the current further, the magnetization behavior be-
comes more nonuniform and the peak disperses and the sig-
nal can’t be distinguished from the background noise
anymore. To quantify these effects we study the line width as
function of current and the rf frequency as function of cur-
rent and applied field. In the first step we study rf emissions
in MgO based nanopillars fabricated by Singulus and mea-
sured by the Tunamos consortium.21 The aim is to verify and
reproduce the frequencies of the measured rf emission for
different currents and field strengths. In the second step we
make a detail analysis of the magnetization in time to under-
stand the nature of emissions in MTJs and to explain the line
width behavior as function of threshold current. We show
that the oscillator nonlinearity on the line broadening and the
intrinsic noise originates from an overlap of different oscil-
lation modes and not temperature.

II. THEORY

In our micromagnetic model we start from the total
Gibbs free energy, which is obtained using a hybrid finite
element/boundary element method. We numerically solve the
quasi static Maxwell equations and the Landau–Lifshitz–
Gilbert equation �LLG�, by taking into account the nonuni-
formity of the magnetization, and consequently the spatial
change of the resistance as proposed by Slonczewski22 in
2005, and the local current is calculated using the Brinkmana�Electronic mail: g.hrkac@shef.ac.uk.
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model.23 The LLG equations are expended with the spin
torque term derived by Slonczewski from circuit theory

�1 + �2�
dm

d�
= − m � heff +

1

Ms
�m � �m � heff� − N ,

�1�

with the spin transfer torque N describing the effects caused
by the spin-polarized current. The magnetization vector m
=M /Ms is the magnetization M normalized by the saturation
magnetization Ms, � is the Gilbert damping constant, � the
time measured in units of ��0���Ms�−1 �� is the gyromagnetic
ratio�, and heff=Heff /Ms is the normalized effective field.

The spin transfer torque N can be written in the form

N =
Je

Jp
gTm � �m � p� . �2�

Here Je is the electron current density, Jp= ��0edMs
2 /�� the

characteristic current density of the system �� is the Planck
constant, e the electron charge, d the free layer thickness�,
and p is the unit vector in the direction of the spin-polarized
current. The scalar function gT is defined as follows:

gT��� = 0.5	T�1 + 	T
2 cos����−1, �3�

where 	T is the polarization and cos���=m·mP is the angular
function of the normalized magnetization of the free layer m
and the fixed layer mP. The inhomogeneous current distribu-
tion and the Oersted field produced by the current are taken
into account by solving Maxwell equations.

The local current is computed from the tunneling con-
ductance, which is based on the phenomenological Brinkman
model.23 The local current J is defined as

J = G0V + 
G cos���V, �4�

with V representing the bias voltage. The constant part of the
conductance G0 is given as

G0 = �1 −
A0
�

16�3/2eV +
9A0

2

128�
�eV�2��Rjunction�1 + TMR��−1

�	1 −
TMR

2

 �5�

and 
G the dynamical part of the conductance


G = �1 −
A0
�

16�3/2eV +
9A0

2

128�
�eV�2��Rjuntion�1 + TMR��−1

�	TMR

2

 , �6�

with A0= �4l�0.8 m�1/2� /3� being a constant consisting of
the barrier thickness l, the electron mass m, and the Planck
constant �. The resistance Rjunction is in our case 250 � and
the TMR ratio 0.4. The main advantage of the Brinkman
model is that it gives the voltage as function of current, time
and temperature which can be used as a direct input for
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor circuits and im-
pedance models.

III. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

The stack we simulated consists of 3 nm CoFeB layer
�free layer�/1.4 nm MgO layer/2 nm CoFeB synthetic anti-
ferromagnet �SAF�1 layer/0.8 nm Ru layer/2 nm CoFe
SAF2/20 nm PtMn layer. The material parameters used in
our system are as follows: CoFe �A=24�10−12 J /m,
�0Ms=2.14 T� and CoFeB �A=28.4�10−12 J /m, �0Ms

=1.56 T�. The system was meshed with a tetrahedral basis
function with an edge length of 2.5 nm, which is below the
exchange length of our system and all simulation were per-
formed at zero temperature.

We start from an antiparallel configuration between the
free and the pinned SAF layer. Once the remanent state is
calculated we perform a current sweep from 6 to 6 mA.
Stable oscillations have been found in a current regime be-
tween 3 and 5 mA for an applied field of 75 mT �in
plane� and between the 5 and 6 mA for an applied field
of 50 mT. By going to higher applied fields the oscillations
become more nonuniform with a bad signal to noise ratio.

In Fig. 1, we show the calculated voltage power spectral
density �PSD� for different currents for an applied field of 75
mT. It can be seen that once a current of 5 mA is applied a
peak can be found at 9.64 GHz with a full width at half
maximum �FWHM� of 308 MHz. By decreasing the current
to 4.5 mA the peak blue shifts to 9.75 GHz with a very
narrow line width of 14 MHz, indicating that 4.5 mA is the
threshold current of the system. By further decreasing the
current to 4 mA, the frequency redshifts to 9.49 GHz with
a slightly larger linewidth of 17.9 MHz. A further reduction
in the current to 3.5 mA a frequency of 9.5 GHz can be
observed with a line width of 43.6 MHz. For lower currents
no rf oscillation are observed.

The same current sweep was performed for applied
fields of 0, 25, 50, 100, and 125 mT. For the fields below 50
mT no rf oscillations are observed for any kind of current.
For the 50 mT regime, rf oscillations can be observed only in
a very narrow current regime, between 5 and 5.5 mA.
For higher fields, above 75 mT rf oscillations are observed
but with a bad signal to noise ratio.

FIG. 1. Simulated PSD of voltage fluctuations for different applied currents
�3 to 5 mA�. For better presentation the graphs were shifted along the
x-axis for a cumulative 1 GHz and for a cumulative 0.2 along the y-axis.
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Second we perform a Lorentzian fit on the Fourier trans-
formed signal of the voltage �TMR� oscillations and extract
the full width at half maximum. As the simulations were
performed at zero temperature the FWHM analysis is a com-
parable study to quantify the dispersion of the signal as it
approaches the threshold current and thereafter. Figure 2
gives the FWHM of the Fourier transformed signal as func-
tion of current. It can be clearly seen that the line width
decreases as it approaches the threshold current, which is
4.5 mA. In the inset of Fig. 2 we show an experimental
measurement of line width as a function of current for a
nominal identical MTJ at 300 K. Although there is a differ-
ence in the applied current values the simulations reproduce
the asymmetric trend and the finite line width as found in the
experiment.

To understand the narrow line width around 4.5 mA
�see Fig. 2�, we studied the magnetic modes of our sample in
the time domain. First we analyzed the change of the ampli-
tude of the magnetization in plane as function of time, as
shown in Fig. 3.

Simulations were performed over a time period of 100
ns. As it can be seen in Fig. 3, the amplitude for the threshold
current of 4.5 mA is stable and shows only small changes
in magnitude. The results for 5 mA on the other hand show

not only a huge change in the magnitude of the amplitude but
also an overlap of different modes, as shown by the red curve
in Fig. 3 around 77.5 ns and a destructive interference at 77.8
ns. In the following figures we show different magnetization
states for both cases.

We compare the modes for the 4.5 and the 5.0 mA
regime in Fig. 4. For better comparison we choose the mag-
netization states from the same time range as in Fig. 3. The
magnetization snapshots show a nearly uniform rotation of
the magnetization for the 4.5 mA regime throughout the
whole sample. Only at the edges the magnetization vectors
are slightly out of phase which contributes to the finite line
width. For the 5.0 mA regime, on the other hand, the mag-
netization starts uniform as in the previous case but at 77.42
ns becomes less uniform. The two black arrows in Fig. 4
show the magnetization direction of the edge modes which
propagate to the center of the sample and which are highly
out of phase. At 77.45 ns, a C-like state of the magnetization
can be observed.

It can be derived from the amplitude behavior and the
analysis of the magnetization configurations that only near
the threshold current a uniform rotational precession can be
observed. At lower currents no oscillations behavior can be
observed, and at higher currents the oscillations become
more nonuniform due to edge modes which oscillate out of
phase.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a numerical study on oscillation
modes in MgO MTJs and compared them with experiments.
We investigated the frequency and FWHM as function of
applied field and applied current. The study shows that the
line width reaches a minimum as the system approaches the
threshold current, and gets worse as the current is increased
beyond the threshold current, which agrees well with the
trend found in experiments19 and Fig. 2. By performing our
simulations at zero temperature we show that the line broad-
ening and the intrinsic noise is due to different excited oscil-
lation modes. The improvement of the line width is due to a
more uniform precession, as the study of amplitude as func-
tion of time, and the magnetization configurations of the free
layer have shown. Edge modes that oscillate out of phase
contribute to the broadening of the FWHM.

FIG. 2. �a� Full width at half maximum as function of current at zero
temperature. The line width decreases with increasing current, till the thresh-
old current at 4.5 mA is reached and increase thereafter. �b� Experimental
measurement of line width vs current for a MTJ �nominal composition: 3nm
CoFeB layer/1.4nm MgO/2nm CoFeB SAF1/0.8nm Ru/2nm CoFe SAF2� at
300 K.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Amplitude of the magnetization in z as function of
time, for an applied field of 75 mT and current of 4.5 �black� and 5.0
mA �red�.

FIG. 4. Snapshot of the magnetization configuration of the free layer for
4.5 and 5 mA with an applied field of 75 mT at different times.
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